


“WE CREATE 
EXTENDED REALITY 

TO DRIVE YOUR 
SALES & MARKETING 

GOALS”

“What we do” [DiscoVR]



Based on spaces, products and existing reality. We then use the 
latest photography, video and 360° VR technologies to create
immersive virtual tours of physical locations, with many layers of 
development on top.

Capturing powerful visuals and creating interactive experiences
that excite your customers and influence your business. 

“What we do” [reality Experience]



“Reality Experience” [Ibis Styles // B - Louvain-La-Neuve]
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“Reality Experience” [Novotel Suites // LU - Luxembourg]
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“Reality Experience” [Villa Verdini // IT - Piemonte]



“What we do” [virtual Experience]

A fully custom corporate metaverse to connect and engage with
your audience on your website, webshop, showroom, event & 
meetingroom…is what we create.

Based on the creation of a unique virtual space, as close as 
possible to the desired reality or as futuristic as imagination 
reaches.

We build 3D virtual spaces from scratch using specialized
visualization software - without the need for a physical location!
Present a fully customized, immersive and interactive online user 
experience and boost your marketing, branding, 
sales or customer objectives.
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“Virtual showroom” [Spanninga]
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“Virtual event” [Europe Day – European Union]
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“Virtual event” [GCloudDays - Devoteam]



Coding & feeding the 
planet web 

“It is all about coding”.  Yet, 
more than just “geeking 

around”, our team is 
providing cutting-edge 
communication tools!

Driving the future 
Our Development team not 
even aims at being “up-to-
date”, but more often than 
not at being “ahead of its 
time” ! Being ambitious is 
one of our success’ roots!

Managing your projects 
with expertise 

From the discovery phase to 
the delivery one, our project 
management team ensures 
that your (virtual) dreams 

come true!

Capturing reality
Our on-site team makes 

sure that our drone & 
cameras are delivering the 
highest standards of image 
quality. It is a demanding 
work, for sure. But it’s fun 

work, too!

“Interactive user
Experience & free movement 

within our models”

“What we bring” [value proposition]



“Why working with us” [DiscoVR]

Multi-user 
web-based 
metaverse

Inhouse 
development

Content 
integration

Features in our corporate metaverse:
ü Available on any device: mobile, tablet, desktop and VR goggle
ü Tailormade 3D environment
ü Corporate avatar design and animations
ü Video, audio & text content integration
ü Manage content anytime with our CMS system as from mid 2023



“Who worked with us” [clients]



Virtual is the new reality
www.DiscoVR360.com


